
WORKING NOTICE
Gulf Research and Development Company, owner of the following

patents relating primarily to magnetometric surveying for geophysical
prospecting for minerals and petroleum, wishes to commercially work the
same in England and will conduct aerial surveying for others under said
patents on reasonable terms or negotiate licences or other arrangements
with anyone interested in conducting such surveys.

Case A—Patent No. 642,650—Method and Apparatus for measuring
; the Values of Magnetic Fields.

Case B—Patent No. 642,649—Method and Apparatus for Measuring
Magnetic Fields.

CaseD—Patent No. 638,147—Method of Geophysical Prospecting.
Reply to : Messrs. H. D. Fitzpatrick and Co., 94 Hope Street, Glasgow,

C.2.

The Editors are directed to make it known to the public that the authors
alone are responsible for the facts and opinions contained in their respective

papers and for the correctness of their references.

Instructions to Contributors.
Articles submitted for publication in the Geological Magazine should be

addressed to the Editors at the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge, not to the
Publishers.

Manuscripts should be typewritten, double-spaced, and preferably with a
wide margin, and should be carefully revised ; they should be as concise as
possible, and in no case should an article exceed 10.000 words. MS. must be
accompanied by a short abstract, 50-100 words. References should not be
given in footnotes, but arranged in alphabetic order of author's names at the
end of the article ; the author's name should be followed by date of publica-
tion, and the title of each paper should be given in addition to volume and
page numbers of the Journal, thus :—
LAPWORTH, C. 1878. The Moffat Series. Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, xxxiv,

240-343.
References should be cited in the text by author's name and date, with page
reference if necessary, in brackets :—(Lapworth, 1878, p. 339).

Illustrations should be so drawn as to allow reduction to a maximum size of
6i x 3$ inches (the type-area of the Magazine) and originals must not exceed
40 x 22 inches. Map lettering should be such as to be clearly legible after
reduction (equivalent to 5-point as a minimum on reduction), while lettering
on text-figures should in general be left in pencil for printing.

Authors will receive 25 reprints free of cost.
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-EDWARD ARNOLD (PUBLISHERS) LTD.-

THE COALFIELDS OF GREAT BRITAIN
Edited by Sir Arthur Trueman, K.B.E., F.R.S.

408 pages, with 106 illustrations and 7 plates. 63s. net.
"With such an array of talent the contents may well be regarded
as both comprehensive and reliable . . . This book is likely to
remain for a long time a standard work of reference on the coalfield
geology of Great Britain." Iron and Coal Trades Review.

OUTLINES OF PALAEONTOLOGY
By H. H. SWTNNERTON, C.B.E.

Third Edition
406 pages, with 368 diagrams 32s. 6d. net

A GEOLOGY FOR ENGINEERS
By F. G. H. BLYTH, M.SC.

Third Edition
MA pages, with 141 diagrams and 16 plates. 25s. net

41 MADDOX STREET, LONDON, W.I

GEOLOGISTS
Two years cadetship and subsequent employment
in Australia offered to junior geologists. A good
honours degree essential and only unmarried men
of good physique are eligible.

Remuneration during training £A832/-/- rising
to £A936/-/- per annum.

Apply in own handwriting, giving full particulars
of experience and academic qualifications, to
The Broken Hill Proprietary Co. Ltd., Hanover
House, 14 Hanover Square, London, W. 1.
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